
Cats are naturally solitary survivors and do not need other cats to thrive.
Young kittens that are raised with a littermate or housemates will often
thrive together, as long as there are enough resources for each of them.

 
If you currently have one cat, do not adopt another cat as this may be

upsetting and stressful. If you are considering adopting a young cat, it's
encouraged to adopt a pair of cats of similar age and gender so they can

meet each others social and emotional needs.
 

In order to create a safe and healthy environment for your cat(s) it's
important to have multiple resources for each cat that are separate from
the others. Provide appropriate enrichment such as species-appropriate

play and consistent, positive human interactions.
 

Enrichment is the act of adding interesting things to our cats environment
to promote species specific behaviors such as curiosity, hunting, exploring,

climbing, scratching, hiding and scavenging. It challenges their brains,
boosts confidence, enhances problem solving abilities and teaches them

new skills.
 
 
 

FELINE ESSENTIALS



FELINE ENRICHMENT

Visual Stimulation: Stimulate your cats predatory behavior by turning on Cat TV
on. Place some interesting visualization on a TV or computer such as birds, squirrels,
bugs or fish. This will make their day more interesting.

Hiding: Cats like to hide to feel safe and get away from others. Providing a
cardboard box, cat cave, or opportunities to go under bed or in a closet are
wonderful ideas. Make sure there are plenty of hiding places around the
house separate from each other.

Bringing the Outdoors Inside: grab a cardboard box and place a few safe items from outside
like pine cones, leaves, twigs, grass, logs, driftwood or a branch with leaves. You can even get a
bin of sand, gravel or snow for some tactile sensory play. Throw some treats in the bin to
encourage sniffing.

Climbing:  Cats naturally seek elevated spots to climb in order to
feel safe. Cat trees, bookshelves and wall climbers are all great
ideas for places to climb. Each cat in the household should have
their own special place to climb.

Hunting:  Cats are active hunters! Food puzzles and toys are an excellent way to
exercise the mind and body. A predatory play style may include stalking, chasing,
biting and pouncing. A lack of hunting can be redirected towards humans if
appropriate play outlets are not available.
FOOD PUZZLES FOR CATS

Scratching:  Cats will scratch to mark territory, stretch, to remove dead nails.
Cats will also scratch when they are excited or feeling playful. It's important to
give them appropriate tools to able to perform these behaviors. Some cats
prefer vertical and/or horizontal scratchers. Scratching surfaces should be
stable and atleast 3 feet long.

Social Interaction:  Cats are entirely dependent on their humans to provide a
safe and appropriate environment to thrive. Avoid punishment and establish a
routine of play and interaction. Positive interaction can include playing with a
wand toy, pointers or balls. Avoid playing with your hands so cats can learn
appropriate play. It's important for your cat to 'catch' the toy to avoid frustration.
Cats are trainable and positive reinforcement gives cats the opportunity to
perform behaviors for a desirable outcome.  

Doc & Phoebe's Indoor Hunting Cat Feeder
 PetFusion Ambush Interactive Toy

SmartyKat Twirly Top
SmartyKat Hot Pursuit

Turntable Crazy Plate

CAT SCRATCHING HANDOUT

PLAYING WITH YOUR CAT

http://foodpuzzlesforcats.com/
https://www.amazon.ca/Doc-Phoebes-Indoor-Hunting-Cat/dp/B07HFKDJF8/ref=asc_df_B07HFKDJF8/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=335118531984&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=9559601787365939318&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9001282&hvtargid=pla-568914650773&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Doc-Phoebes-Indoor-Hunting-Cat/dp/B07HFKDJF8/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2MJCIGEJF114U&keywords=doc+%26+phoebe&qid=1647357776&sprefix=doc+%26+%2Caps%2C110&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/PetFusion-INTERACTIVE-electronic-nighttime-batteries/dp/B07F391BX2/ref=asc_df_B07F391BX2/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=293037373582&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=14560921868559783736&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1001814&hvtargid=pla-486402455002&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/SmartyKat-Twirly-Electronic-Motion-Purple/dp/B01MQUCWAK/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3RZ3JW1AU9ZZK&keywords=smartykat+twirly+top&qid=1647358614&rdc=1&sprefix=smartykat+twirly+top%2Caps%2C125&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/SmartyKat-Hot-Pursuit-Concealed-Motion/dp/B06WP7F8YC/ref=sr_1_14?crid=3RZ3JW1AU9ZZK&keywords=smartykat+twirly+top&qid=1647358556&rdc=1&sprefix=smartykat+twirly+top%2Caps%2C125&sr=8-14
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/1005002594554465.htmlhttps:/www.aliexpress.com/item/1005002594554465.html
https://fearfreepets.com/client_education_on_fear_free/cat-scratching-owner-handout-2/
https://www.chirrupsandchatter.com/handouts

